
Maneuvers 
 

Action Description Movement Defenses 
Do Nothing You are stunned, surprised or planning your next move. None. Any; -4 if stunned 
Move On your second turn of moving you can sprint: 20% faster. Full or sprinting Any; attackers get move penalty. 
Change Posture It takes two actions to stand up, everything else takes only one action. See separate table. None. Any 
Aim Get Acc bonus after one action; +1 if braced. Scopes need sec=bonus before they apply. Extra +1 on second two and three of aiming.  

 Step. Any; but lose aim bonus if you do. 
Evaluate +1 on next Attack, Feint, All-Out Attack, or Move and Attack against target enemy on next turn. Can do this up to three times in a row. 

Step. Any. Does not invalidate bonus. 
Attack Make a melee or ranged attack with a single Ready weapon.  Step.  Any. 
Feint Roll opposed Melee skill rolls (opponent may also use Cloak, Shield, or DX). Opponent takes your margin of success as penalty on defenses against you the next second.  

Step. Any. Stupid to parry with unbalanced weapon, however. 
All-Out Attack Attack with Ready weapon, picking one bonus: Melee: +4 to hit, attack twice, Free Feint, or +2 damage (or +1 per die). Ranged: +1 to hit, or Suppression Fire. 

Half Move. (Charge!) None until your next turn. 

Move and Attack Ranged attack at worse of -2 or bulk penalty, no bonus from aim. Melee attack: either Slam of worse of -4 and a 9- roll. 
Full. -2 on any move rolls needed 

Dodge or block. May not Retreat. 
All-Out Defense Either +2 to an active defense of your choice, or may apply two different active defense against one attack. 

Step. Half if picked +2 Dodge. 
Any, as per Description. 

Concentrate Mental actions or spell casting. If you rolled active defense, was knocked down, injured, or otherwise distracted: Will-3 or must start over. 
Step. Any; but Will-3 or start over if you do. 

Ready Prepare item for use, change target reach, regain control of unwieldy weapon, open/close doors, switch advantages on or off. 
Step. Any. 

Wait As Do Nothing, but specify one specific event that will trigger an Attack, All-Out Attack, Feint or Ready maneuver from you. 
None unless triggered. Any, but turns any All-Out Attack into Attack 

Step: Move 1/10th your move rounding up (usually 1 yard). Or go form kneeling to standing or back. Sprint: +20% Move (usually +1, unless move 10 or more), starting the second second of running. Only if moving mostly straight at some goal and not on difficult terrain. After each 15 sec of sprinting, roll HT or Running. On a failure, lose one FP.  Crouching: Can crouch at the beginning of any action, and after any action if you moved no more than a step. Can uncrouch as free action. Crouching means foes have -2 to shoot torso, groin, or legs, and is really helpful if you want to pop out of cover to take potshots (note that you can’t aim).  Brace: Hold a one handed weapon two handed, or rest a two handed weapon on a solid surface.  Deceptive Attack: For each -2 you take on a melee attack roll, your target takes minus -1 on his active defenses against the attack. A good way to deal with people who keep dodging, and are too skilled to fall for your feints. 



Postures 
Crouching means foes have -2 to shoot torso, groin, or legs.  

Posture Movement Change Posture to: Active Defense 
Standing Full Any; Kneel as step No Penalty 
Sitting None Any -2; As Crouched. 
Kneeling x1/3 Any;Standing as step -2; As Crouched. 
Crawling x1/3 Any -3 
Lying Prone Move 1 Sitting, Crawling, or Kneeling -3; As Crouched. 
Lying face up Move 1 Sitting, Crawling, or Kneeling -3; As Crouched. 

Shooting  
Autofire: Get a bonus on the attack roll based on the number of shots fired (up to max RoF). Each full multiple of recoil (Rcl) you hit by is an additional hit. If you hit 4 or more times, use average damage. Multiple Targets: -6 per additional target if the gun has RoF 3 or less, otherwise double Rcl. Assign bullets per target before rolling. Shotguns: At Close range, deal 4x listed damage (6x for Sawn-Off) but multiply target DR by the same amount. At longer ranges, treat each shot as being 9 (13) Autofire rounds; get bonus to hit, and get additional hit for every point you hit by (as Rcl 1). Suppression Fire: Target a number of 2-yard wide firing lines from you to weapons max range. Fire at least 5 bullets at each such zone. Anyone who enters these zones is attacked. The effective skill of the attack is 6 + RoF bonus of bullets fired at that zone (+2 for mounted weapons) or your effective skill; whichever is worse. Any hits use random hit location Scopes/Telescopic sight: Acc listed as X+Y. Adjustable sights give +1 per second spent aiming, but these are rare. Normally, needs to spend seconds = Y to get any bonus, and then you get the full Y as bonus. Malfunction 
If you roll Malf or higher on attack roll, weapon has a problem. 

Roll Effect 
3-4 Weapon fails to fire. Ready action to diagnose, 1 hour to repair. Grenades explode 1d sec late. 
5-8 Weapon fails to fire. Ready action to diagnose. 3 sec to clear. Revolver: next shot is fine. Grenade: dud. 
9-11 Fires one shot then stops. Ready action to diagnose. 3 sec to clear. Grenade: dud. 
12-14 Weapon fails to fire. Ready action to diagnose. 3 sec to clear. Revolver: next shot is fine. Grenade: dud. 
15-18 TL4 or less: Gunpowder weapon explodes; 1d+2cr ex[2d]. Otherwise treat as rolling 3. Grenade: Explode in hand. 

Diagnosis is Armory(Small Arms)+2, IQ based Guns, or Soldier-2. Clearing is Armory(Small Arms)+2 or IQ based Guns. Repairing is Armory(Small Arms). 

Attack Checklist 
1. Attack Roll 2. Roll Active Defence 3. Roll Damage 4. Subtract DR 5. Damage Multiplier 6. Take damage 7. Check if taken out Target Movement Speed Penalty Chart 

Speed Penalty 
2 yd 0 
3 yd -1 
5 yd -2 
7 yd -3 
10 yd -4 
15 yd -5 
20 yd -6 
30 yd -7 
50 yd -8 
70 yd -9 

Penalty to attack things that moved last turn depending on how fast they moved, and/or how fast attacker’s ride is moving. Range Penalty Chart 
Range Yards Penalty 
Close 0-5 0 
Short 6-20 -3 Medium <100 -7 
Long <500 -11 
Extreme 500+ -15 

Simplified range bands 
Autofire Bonus 

Shots (Shotgun) Bonus to hit 
2-4 +0 
5-8 +1 
9-12 (1x9) +2 
13-16 (1x13) +3 
17-24 (2x9) +4 
25-49 (2x13) +5 
Each x2 +1 more 

 



Cover 
To see a target clearly: You need to expose at the very least your Skull, Face, Eyes and Neck. Shooting one handed weapon: Weapon Hand and Arm exposed. Shooting two handed weapon: Both Arms and Hands, half of Torso and Vitals (extra -2) exposed. Shooting through a firing slit: Weapon, Eyes and half of Face (extra -2) exposed at minimum.  Avoiding cover: Target a hit location that’s not in cover, or one that is partially covered at -2. Shooting through cover: Attacker gets an extra -2 to hit through cover, and defender gets “cover DR” as extra protection.  Table lists typical cover DR as well as DR per cm of cover. Active Defense 
Dodge: Basic Speed +3 Parry: Melee Skill/2 +3 (-4 per previous parry this turn) Block: (Shield or Cloak)/2 +3 Shields and Cloaks: Simply having a shield or a cloak (and a hand free to use it) gives a bonus on ALL active defenses. Acrobatic Dodge: Make an Acrobatics or DX-6 roll. On a success you get +2 on a dodge roll, if you fail you take -2.  Retreat: Melee Active Defense option. Take a Step away from attacker as part of Defense roll. +3 to Dodge, +1 to Block or Parry. +3 to Parry based on Boxing, Judo, Karate, Main-Gauche, Rapier, Saber, or Smallsword. Dodge and Drop: Ranged Active Defense option. +3 to Dodge vs one foe this turn, but you are now prone. Dive for Cover: Dodge with +3, on a success you can reach cover within about a step. If there is no cover, you still get a step further from the explosion. Vehicles Dodging: An evasive vehicle driver rolls half his Driving/Piloting skill (no +3), modified by the vehicle’s handling.  Readying Weapons and Gear 
 

Action Time 
Drawing a weapon from scabbard/holster/belt 1 sec Grab a single light item from within reach 1 sec 
Pick up heavy item w/one hand (up to 2xBL) 2 sec 
Pick up heavy item w/both hands (up to 8xBL) 4 sec 
Open an unlocked door, chest, box, briefcase 1 sec 
Find an item in a container 2d sec 
Find an item in your own pockets 1d sec 
Light a candle, fuse, match, torch, etc. 2 sec 
Sheathing a weapon, pocketing an item 2 sec 
Swallow a pill or a potion 2 sec 

Hit Locations Rolling is only used for random location (blind firing, suppression fire and similar). Normally, assume Torso 
Roll Location (Penality) Notes 

- Eye (-9) 1,2 
3-4 Skull (-7) 1 
5 Face (-5) 1 

6-7 Right Leg (-2)  
8 Right Arm (-2)  

9-10 Torso (+0)  
11 Groin (-3) 1 
12 Left Arm (-2)  

13-14 Left Leg (-2)  
15 Hand (-4) 3 
16 Foot (-4) 3 

17-18 Neck (-5) 1 
- Vitals (-3) 1,2 

[1] Hits the torso if you miss by one. [2] Impaling, piercing and laser only. [3] 1-3 is right, 4-6 is left. Cover DR Table 
Material Cover DR (per cm) 
Aluminum 5 (10) 
Brick 25 (2-3)* 
Concrete 75 (3-4)* 
Reinforced Concrete 100 (4-5)* 
Glass 1 (2-3) ** 
“Bullet Proof” Glass 15 (4-8) ** 
Iron 5 (10-15) 
Sand Bags 25 (1) 
Mild Steel 20 (20-25) 
Hard Steel 30 (25-30) 
Stone 100 (3-5)* 
Wood 3 (0.2-0.5)* 

* Repeated attacks at the same human sized area can reduce DR: burning, corrosion, crushing, cutting, or huge piercing attacks reduce the DR by one for every point of damage they deal, while impaling, piercing, and large piercing attacks reduce it by one per 10 damage dealt. ** Anything that penetrates the cover destroys it, whether or not it hits the target. Also, transparent, so no -2 for shooting through it. 



Damage 
1. Roll damage 2. Divide by two if at long range (beyond the first range number on their weapon),  3. Subtract the target’s DR (or if the damage has an Armor Divisor, half or a third), 4. Multiply by wounding modifier (which may vary by location).  Knockdown: If you take more that ½ your HP in a single attack or get hit in the head (skull, face, or eye) or vitals, you need to roll HT (-5 for face, vitals, or a male groin; -10 for skull or eye; +3 for high pain threshold). On a failure, you are prone, stunned (No Nothing until you make a HT on your turn), and lose what you were holding. If you fail by 5 or more, you are unconcious. Shock: Whenever you take damage, your DX and IQ are reduced by 1 per point of damage for the next turn up to -4 (-8 for male groins). With HP over 20, it’s reduced by 1 per HP/10 points instead. Crippling: Doing high enough damage to a limb or eye can render it useless. For an arm or a leg, this requires over HP/2 from a single attack (If you have more than two arms, its HP/#ofArms). For a hand or a foot, HP/3. An eye, HP/10. Any damage above this minimum is simply ignored (except for eyes). Crippling causes Knockdown, and renders the limb useless until healed. If the damage dealt was more than twice the minimum, the limb is completely destroyed. 

Effects of being damaged 
Less than 1/3 your HP left: Halve your Move and Dodge.  0 HP or less: Roll HT each turn to stay conscious unless you Do Nothing. -1 for every full negative multiple of your HP. -1xHP: Whenever you pass a negative multiple of HP, roll HT to not die. Failing this roll by three or more means instant death, failing by 1 or 2 means “merely” a mortal wound (B423).  -5xHP: You are dead. D. E. D. Dead.  -10xHP: Total bodily destruction. There’s not much left, mate. Falling Damage 
A successful Acrobatics roll reduces falling distance by 5 yards. A 
successful Swimming roll (with a movement speed penalty depending 
on distance) negates all damage when landing on a fluid. Armor 
protects with a DR equal to the average of torso armor and your least 
armored location and every full 5 points blocked by armor still inflicts 1 
damage from blunt force trauma.  

Distance Damage  Distance Damage 
1yd 1d cr  10yd 3d cr 
2yd 1d+1 cr  15yd 3d+2 cr 
3yd 1d+2 cr  20yd 4d cr 
4yd 2d-1 cr  25yd 4d+2 
5yd 2d cr  30yd 5d 

Note: Half damage for a “soft” surface, and really good landing sites 
give extra DR; from a soft bed (DR 2) to a safety net (DR10).  

Wounding Multiplier 
Small piercing (pi-): x0.5. 
Burning (burn), corrosion (cor), crushing 
(cr), fatigue (fat), piercing (pi), and toxic 
(tox): x1. 
Cutting (cut) and large piercing (pi+): 
x1.5. 
Impaling (imp) and huge piercing (pi++): 
x2. 

Special Damage Notes 
Vitals: Impaling, any piercing, and non-AoE burning (lasers): x3  Eyes: -10 to resist knockdown, all damage types except toxic deal: x4 Skull: As eyes, but +2 DR.  Face: -5 to resist knockdown, and Corrosion gets x1.5. Neck: Crushing and Corrosion gets x1.5, cutting gets x2! Groin: Males take double shock from crushing damage and -5 to resist knockdown. Arm/Leg: Impaling, pi+ and pi++ damage is only x1 Burning: Dealing at least 3 burning damage (before DR) sets parts of the target’s clothes on fire (-2 DX from distraction, 1d-4 burn damage per sec, extinguish with a DX roll and a Ready action). Dealing at least 10 sets all clothes on fire; 1d-1 damage, -3 to DX, and it takes 3 Ready actions to make an attempt at putting it out. Unconsciousness If you have 1 or more HP, you’ll be back in 15 minutes.  If you are above -1xHP, but negative, you can roll HT every hour to wake up. You still have half Move and Dodge, but you don’t have to roll to stay conscious unless you take more damage. At -1xHP or below, you get one chance to wake up with HT roll after 12 hours. After that, you need to make a HT roll every 12 hours to not die (awake or not). Seek medical help.  


